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The Irish Ruling Elite
are Christ-hating,
Baal-worshipping

Deceivers
by Jeremy James

Peter Sutherland, high-profile crony of David Rockefeller

If the plain people of Ireland understood the true nature – the heart, mentality and

motivation – of the politicians who rule their country, they would be aghast. Of course,

they know that many of them are self-seeking wheeler-dealers who serve only vested

interests, who are utterly indifferent to the common good, and who use every

opportunity, whether legal or illegal, to feather their nests. The electorate tolerate this

state of affairs since it seems to them to be the price that must be paid to assemble a

small group of men and women “capable” of leading the country. However, if they

believe that this is the complete picture, they are greatly mistaken. A complex drama

is transpiring behind the scenes of which they are almost entirely unaware, a drama

involving a range of factors, players and goals to which the mainstream media never

alludes.

In this paper we will sketch out the main contours of this drama and show how it

relates to the great betrayal that is now taking place, where leading Irish politicians

are working with their foreign handlers in the New World Order to destroy the

sovereignty of our country.
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1. The ‘We Rule Ireland Party’

Ireland is ruled by one party, the ‘We Rule Ireland Party’ (WRIP). This party has

several branches, notably the Fine Fáil branch, the Fine Gael branch, the Labour

branch, and the Sinn Féin branch. A few new twigs have been added in recent years,

such as the Social Democrats (founded in 2015), People Before Profit (founded in

2005), and Solidarity (found in 2014).

Virtually all members of the WRIP subscribe to the goals of the New World Order.

They are all socialist, which is an epithet most of them would accept. However, many

of them, especially at the higher levels, are neo-Marxist, which is something they will

never declare.

The party-whip system ensures that all members endorse the same policies and vote

accordingly. Anyone who fails to do so is ejected from the party. This means that all

key decisions are taken by just a handful of members and everyone else follows suit.

The leaders in turn take their orders from the ultra-rich elite who control Ireland from

behind the scenes. Many come from generational Baal-worshipping families who have

been working together for decades to consolidate their hold over the machinery of

government, as well as the media, at both local and national level.

Edmond Ronayne was an Irish Catholic,

born 1832, who emigrated to Canada and

got involved in high-level Freemasonry. He

later realized that he had been deceived and

that the Craft was nothing but Baal worship

in a thinly disguised form. His book, The

Master’s Carpet, published in 1879, was

intended by him to expose the real nature of

Freemasonry and reveal the shocking

similarities between the Craft, Romanism

and the pagan mysteries.
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2. The British Connection
Ireland never gained its independence from Britain. Rather it was the first of the

Crown dominions to be ruled under the Milner system. Under this system, key players

in the national political hierarchy would continue to take orders from Crown

representatives, while members of an old boys network (Masonic-Jesuit) would fill

important positions (notably banking, civil service, and government). At the same time

a phony posture of ‘independence’ would be projected at all times. Britain continued

to siphon off national resources from their former colonies, but did not have to

contribute to infrastructure, security or other Exchequer costs. In the case of Ireland,

it reaped two important additional benefits: (a) it could take as much cheap Irish labor

as it needed and use it to keep down wages and (b) it could import Irish agricultural

products in non-processed form. This ensured a plentiful food supply, again at low

cost, and enabled British industry to benefit by adding value to Irish farm animal

output. As a result the country continued as little more than a vassal state, starved of

capital investment, for over 40 years.

The step toward World Government
Ireland was brought into the EU in 1973 as part of the grand plan to create a federal

Europe. In order to win popular support for membership, the overall standard of living

among the Irish needed to be raised. If the Irish ever realized how far behind they had

fallen – as a result of the Milner system – they could prove troublesome. The solution

came in the form of EU-transfers. The Irish were satisfied.

Lord Alfred Milner (1854-1925) worked

closely with Cecil Rhodes to develop an

invisible system of world governance. The

famous ‘Milner’s Kindergarten’ consisted of

carefully selected recruits who met secretly

to agree the mechanisms by which control

would be securely exercised. Seemingly

independent democracies would continue

to be ruled from London, with a view to

creating over time a League of Nations, the

U.N., and then a One World Government.

The grand plan to create a federal Europe was itself part of an even bigger plan to

create a World Government. This is where Ireland got ‘lucky’. After incurring further

economic sabotage under Fianna Fail (1977-81) and Fine Gael (1982-87), which

brought the economy to the brink of collapse, the ESRI was able to announce in the

late 1980s that a great future lay ahead for Ireland and that our economy would

blossom in the 1990s. How did they acquire this information?
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Well, the answer is simple. The Ruling Elite knew that the plan for a World

Government would necessitate the downfall in due course of the U.S. They also knew

that large chunks of American industry would be ‘off-shored’ as part of this weakening

process. The Americans would lose, not only the jobs concerned, but the taxes. These

taxes could then be funnelled through another channel, at a lower rate. If Ireland were

to receive some of these industries, it would benefit twice, once from an influx of high-

paying jobs and again from the resulting boost to corporation tax.

The Irish also got ‘lucky’ with the choice of industries. The New World Order is making

extensive use of social engineering to control the masses. Two vital elements in this

program are IT and pharmaceuticals. The former is used to program group behavior

(the main elements of the Internet and its protocols were already in existence in the

1960s), while the latter is used to influence and impede cognitive performance. It made

sense to locate parts of these two industries in Ireland where they would be easy to

control and monitor. The downside to this, of course, is that Ireland became heavily

dependant on the corporation taxes paid by just a few companies, a dependency which

has worsened in recent years. In 2006, the top 10 companies contributed a massive

17% of all corporation tax revenue. By 2017 this had increased to 39%!

No Parliamentary Opposition
There has been no audible Opposition in the Dáil since 1997, when Fianna Fáil came

to power. To the extent that the ‘Opposition’ was ever meaningful, it had now lost its

main function. A genuine opposition alerts the public to the defects and shortcomings

in proposals brought forward by the government. This was not normally a problem for

the Ruling Elite since they always had the necessary majority to get what they wanted.

However, the legislative program that the Elite were now planning to implement

through this and subsequent Dáils [cycles of government] required that significant

defects and shortcomings in their program would not be recorded. The public must

not know that they were being duped.

This is why the tamest of tame ‘oppositions’ has prevailed in the Dáil ever since, despite

the passage of the most egregious legislation in our history, rampant corruption and

mismanagement in both the public and the private sectors, a banking collapse of

horrific proportions, fawning capitulation to the ECB and IMF, grotesque failures in

the civil service, and cronyism that would shame the Mafia. The Elite can rely on the

WRIP to not do anything that would expose the corrupt heart of Irish governance, the

rapacity of its sponsors, or the viciously anti-Christian nature of its agenda.
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Peter Sutherland (1946-2018), one of Ireland’s

principal contributors to the formation of a New

World Order. He was a Bilderberger and chairman

for many years of David Rockefeller’s Trilateral

Commission (European Branch). The remarkable

list of honors bestowed on him by the international

Elite is evidence of his extensive involvement in

the One World conspiracy. In addition to 15

honorary doctorates, he received the illustrious

‘insider’ honors listed below.
[Source: Wikipedia]

 The Gold Medal of the European Parliament (1988)

 Robert Schuman Medal (1988)

 European Person of the Year Award (1988)

 The David Rockefeller International Leadership Award (1998)

 Grand Cross of Order of Civil Merit (Spain 1989)

 Grand Cross of Order of Leopold II (Belgium 1989)

 New Zealand 1990 Commemoration Medal (1990)

 Knight of the Legion of Honour (France 1993)

 Commandeur of the Order of Ouissam Alaouite (Morocco 1994)

 Order of Rio Branco (Brazil 1996)

 Grand Cross of the Order of Infante Dom Henrique (Portugal 1998)

 Honorary Knighthood of the Order of St Michael and St George (UK 2004)

 Knight Commander of the Order of St Gregory (con placca) (2008)

 Knight Commander's cross, Order of the Polar Star, Sweden (2014)

Zero opposition facilitates the passage of dangerous legislation
The absence of an opposition has proved essential for the passage of certain types of

legislation. One of the earliest, and most financially destructive, was the Central Bank

and Financial Services Authority Act 2003. The Dáil debates on this piece of legislation

reveal a fawning acquiescence in virtually everything the government wanted, with no

serious analysis of the potentially severe implications for the country if the proposed

system of self-regulation within the banking sector proved to be inadequate. We don’t

have space here to discuss this fiasco, but the whole sordid business is covered in detail

in a submission made to the Banking Inquiry by Robert Pye, a former employee of the

Department of Finance, dated 6 January 2015. Of the two submissions made to the

Inquiry by Mr Pye, only one was made available to the public. The first of his

submissions, ‘The Real Story Behind the Irish Banking Crisis’, was withheld by the

chairman of the Inquiry. Mr Pye has indicated that no journalist has yet approached

him for a copy of this paper (which was cited in his second submission). The media in

Ireland plays a vital role in this “see nothing, say nothing” policy, where matters of real

public interest are routinely suppressed.
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The absence of any genuine opposition in the Dáil should have been glaringly obvious

to the majority of the electorate in all legislative “debates” relating to homosexuality

and marriage, the killing of unborn children (or as the politicians like to call it,

“termination of pregnancy”), the ‘changing’ of biological gender, and (in the Seanad)

the Stalinist Prohibition of Conversion Therapies Bill 2018, which (if it is passed in its

current form) will make it a criminal offense, punishable by six months in prison, for

anyone to counsel (even informally) a person who thinks he (or she) may be

homosexual. It should also be obvious – even at this late hour – to anyone who takes

the time to consider the contents of the sinister U.N. Compact on Migration, which the

Irish ‘government’ ratified on 19 December 2018 without engaging in any public

consultation whatever and which the mainstream media has completely ignored.

Ireland is an anti-democratic One Party State
Ireland is, in effect, a one-party state run by a cold-blooded cabal of neo-Marxists

disguised as “democrats” who are doing all in their power to destroy our country and

get it ready for the New World Order. They want to concentrate all power and wealth

in the hands of a small clique of elite families. They want to abolish national

sovereignty, the right to life of the unborn, traditional marriage, the nuclear family,

biological gender, the primacy of male-female relationships, and the right of any

institution, especially those in the field of education, to manage its affairs by reference

to Biblical values and norms. They want to introduce what they call objective sex

education in schools, so that young children are exposed as early as possible to

emotionally damaging material – information on the deviant and depraved activities

which the Ruling Elite and their Marxist catamites consider normal.
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If this is the Ireland that the Irish electorate want, then they have the right

government. However, if it is not, they had better wake up and take stock of the

catastrophe that is occurring before their eyes. They need to realize that they have

given power to men and women who hate the world bequeathed to us by our

grandparents, who despise Christ and the LORD God of the Bible, who serve the

international elite and the billionaires who worship Lucifer, and who rule with an

arrogance and impunity which, all too often, they don’t even bother to conceal.

The average Irish person doesn’t know what he’s dealing with. It never occurs to him

that ultra-rich sociopaths work together to advance their own cause, that they have

risen like a toxic bloom to the top of the political hierarchy, and that they are now

marching in step with their counterparts in other countries to create a New World

Order.

Their god is Baal
They pretend to be godless (when they are not pretending to be Christian), but in

reality their god is Baal. Why on earth would any government erect a massive steel

needle in the middle of the main thoroughfare of their capital city? Because it is a

symbol, in this case a May Pole. In times past such poles were erected on the village

green on 1st May in honor of Baal. This practice goes back to ancient times and is

condemned over and over again in the Bible.

Raising the Maypole in Germany. Dancing around the Maypole in England.
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An earlier generation of Irish men and Irish women understood this. They knew that

certain ancient Irish families continued to worship Baal in secret long after

Christianity came to Ireland, that they maintained contact with England and Rome,

and that they invited the English to take over our country in 1170. They also knew that

official Papal approval for this invasion was given by the English Pope, Adrian IV, in

1155 in his Bull Laudabiliter. Until then Irish Christians had successfully resisted the

Rome-based system of central control with its counterfeit version of Christianity. The

Black Nobility, who controlled the Papacy, authorized the invasion in order to impose

their pagan rites on one of the last remaining Christian outposts in Europe.

The ruling Baal families then used this ‘Catholic’ system to maintain continuous

control over the masses, secure in the knowledge that any rebellion could be crushed

with English assistance. That system continued without interruption until 1922 when

the Irish were given what they thought was ‘independence’. Instead they got the Milner

system, the long arm of control which has held the masses in a state of virtual serfdom

ever since.

The Irish contribution to Illuminati terminology
The Baal fires continued to be lit on the hills of Ireland on 30th April/1st May until well

into the 20th century. Many of my relatives reported seeing them in the 1950s. The

month of May, in Irish, is Bealtaine or Baal tine, the Baal fires. The occult ascendancy

who run the New World Order still retain some of the old Irish and Scots Gaelic terms

in their esoteric vocabulary. These include Samhain (31st October), Imbolg (2nd

February), and Lughnasa (1st August).

The annual

Beltane Fire

Festival

procession

around Carlton

Hill, Edinburgh,

2018.

Imbolg is a returning light festival that celebrates the witch-goddess, Brigid. In other

parts of the world it is known as Candlemas. Lughnasa is named after the Celtic sun

god, Lúgh (equivalent to Apollo). The Irish had the ancient Tailteann Games to

celebrate Lúgh long before the modern revival of the Olympic Games, which celebrate

Apollo. The Olympic Flame, which the Illuminati advertise extensively in the media, is

a Baal Tine. The lighting of the Olympic torch is intended to represent the

revolutionary act of defiance by the god Prometheus who rebelled against a divine

decree and brought fire to mankind. This is why Lucifer (another name for

Prometheus) means ‘the Light Bearer’.
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According to William Wilde (father of Oscar Wilde), “… As at the Midsummer festival

so at the May fires [Beltane]…it was no uncommon practice, in Connaught at least,

at the Midsummer fire to drive the cattle through the greeshagh, or ashes, as a form

of purification and as a preservative against witchcraft, fairies, murrain, blackleg,

loss of milk and other misfortunes or diseases.” – Irish Popular Superstitions, 1852

Human Sacrifice
Imbolg, Bealtaine [Beltane in the U.S. or Walpurgis Night in Germany], Lughnasa and

Samhain are the four most important dates in the annual occult calendar and always

involve human sacrifice (usually unregistered babies a few weeks old who are bred for

this purpose, the first child of a novice witch).

This is why the Irish ruling elite were so anxious to legalize abortion. Not only are they

sacrificing children on a regular basis, but they are inducing foolish Irish mothers into

doing so voluntarily. This is witchcraft (or spellcraft) in the full sense, the subversion

of innocent people to the point where they willingly commit evil deeds.

The Dáil debates during the passage of the Abortion Bill [Health (Regulation of

Termination of Pregnancy) Bill 2018] in December 2018 abound with comments and

observations which reveal the dark, triumphalist mentality of the We Rule Ireland

Party. For the first time in history a nation had actually voted to murder a proportion

of its own unborn children.

Raising the Maypole, 2003

In esoteric symbolism, the

light on the Millennium Spire

in Dublin corresponds to the

Promethean flame in the

Olympic torch.
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The same attitude was evident when the Irish were tricked into abolishing the

Christian institution of marriage in 2015. Again, for the first time in history a nation

had voted to reject the primacy and special standing of the lifelong marital union

between a man and a woman. While there is no doubt that a significant proportion of

the Irish electorate took pleasure in their brazen act of defiance, a large number of

voters gave it their support because they were confused by the lies and disinformation

spread by the media on behalf of the government.

A government built on sodomy and goddess-worship is a government forged in hell. It

will blight and destroy everything it touches and bring sorrow and pain on the nation

that put them in power.

An earlier generation said No!
An earlier generation of Irish men and Irish women knew that this might one day come

to pass – though perhaps they never guessed the severity of the collapse. This may be

why, on at least two occasions, they destroyed the great Illuminati symbol of Lucifer,

the tapering stone monolith known as the obelisk. A huge specimen stood on the banks

of the Boyne for many years. At 174ft it was the tallest structure in Ireland when it was

erected in 1736 and for many years the tallest obelisk in Europe. Members of the Free

State Army blew it to pieces in 1923, so that only a pathetic stump remained.

Boyne Obelisk (before and after)

Another obelisk was blown up by an unknown group on 11 November 1933. Located

on Bray Head in County Wicklow, it overlooked the seaside town of Greystones, a

bastion of Freemasonry on the east coast. The group who blew it up were familiar with

the inner workings of Freemasonry since they had chosen an unusually significant date

to carry out their deed – November 11th, 1933.
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According to the archives of the Bray Cualann Society the obelisk was erected in 1887 for

the diamond jubilee of Queen Victoria. After it was blown up in 1933, the Ordnance Survey

put a triangulation marker on the same spot. Note the solar motif in honor of Lúgh, the sun

god, presumably added in recent times by local Babylonians.

The occult importance of this number sequence has already been demonstrated in our

earlier work (#56) [Babylonian London, Nimrod, and the Secret War Against God

(2014)]. It represented the number eleven (doubled) and the number thirty-three

(eleven trebled), giving the sequence 111133. The group of men who destroyed this

monument to darkness were sending a strong message to the Masonic clique who

controlled Ireland from behind the scenes.

Men and women with that conviction and level of awareness have almost disappeared

from Ireland. The vast majority of the population have completely lost sight of the fact

that evil exists in this world, that the fallen angel known as Lucifer is working to

enslave mankind, and that a large number of families – sometimes referred to as

generational Luciferians – have pledged to assist him. In return they receive a measure

of earthly wealth and success. Being part of his secret army, they must take orders from

members who are further up the hierarchy. Thus, if the international Elite instruct the

government to destroy the sovereignty of Ireland by signing the U.N. Compact on

Migration, they will do so.

The Babylonian Hierarchy and their Pyramid of Lies
Once one understands the tyrannical level of control exercised over its members by the

ancient Babylonian hierarchy, it is easy to see how seemingly trustworthy individuals

can lie to one’s face and then proceed shamelessly to abuse the trust placed in them.

The Irish saw this when they elected their current government, many of whom pledged

to defend the right to life of the unborn. In the space of a year or so the same

individuals underwent a mental transformation so extreme that they sought the

slaughter of the unborn under the most liberal and inexplicable circumstances.
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How was this possible? We need to see that recent Irish governments have been

following an agenda that has absolutely nothing to do with the welfare of the Irish

people. That agenda, in line with the Milner system, is set by London. The We Rule

Ireland Party only serve the ultra-rich elite. The sheep must be fleeced and kept in

their pens. A proportion of their children must die – preferably in a bloody manner at

the behest of their own mothers. The most vital institution for the survival and welfare

of the state – the family – must be torn apart. Marriage between a man and a woman

must be placed on the same plane as a compact between two sodomites. The state must

have the right to remove children from their mothers without cause (as happens

regularly in the secretive ‘child justice’ system). It must also have the right to inject

dangerous substances into young girls (using the vial of poison known as the HPV

vaccine). Children must be subjected to ‘objective’ sex education to accelerate the pace

of moral corruption and promote the perversions that delight Luciferians. They must

be made to doubt their gender and encouraged to undergo sex-change surgery – what

could be more pleasing to Satan than to convince a little boy that he needs to be

castrated in order to find his true self? They must legalize gender fluidity so that a

married man, without even consulting his wife, and without receiving counselling or

undergoing any medical procedures, can apply to the state to have his biological

gender changed retrospectively, with effect from his date of birth! And they must make

it next to impossible to stem the tide of sexual perversion – the main branches of the

WRIP have endorsed the Sinn Fein Bill (currently before the Seanad) to criminalize

anyone who counsels a person who thinks he may be homosexual.

Castration was a punishment in the

16th century. The perverted Irish

government has recently elevated

it to the level of a human right –

aimed specifically at children.

This roll-call of depravity is being foisted on the people of Ireland by the New World

Order and their Luciferian acolytes – the Irish political elite. The government of

Ireland is a treasonous and perverted cabal which, if allowed to continue on their

existing course, will tear the country apart. They are thieves who have taken what our

parents and grandparents worked so hard to acquire and are offering it to the masses

of Africa and Asia. They are smiling liars who despise Christianity, who loath the Bible,

and who take obvious pleasure in plundering our country and destroying its culture,

its values, and its social fabric.
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The Irish media is a vital catalyst in this monstrous obscenity. The national television

station, RTE, is awash with Marxists, homosexuals and covert transgenders (Few seem

to realize how many ‘celebrities’ in Irish public life are actually transgender). It has

played, and continues to play, a major role in normalizing the government agenda,

suppressing debate, and demonising dissent. The national and local newspapers are

heavily censored, and any serious discussion of ‘sensitive’ issues (when it does occur)

is kept to a minimum and tightly controlled.

Hibernating Hibernia
The ancient Romans called Ireland Hibernia. What an apt name for Ireland today,

when almost the entire population is asleep! Normally an animal that hibernates will

be awake and active for part of the year, but the indigenous population of Hibernia has

been comatose for twenty years or more. Some observers blame the presence of

hydrofluorosilicic acid (HFSA) in the public water supply, a potent nerve toxin which

has long been known to cause emotional passivity. The Babylonians routinely use

drugs and various exotic substances to control and modify human behavior. The Bible

refers to the widespread use of sorcery by the agents of Antichrist in the End Time (The

original Greek word for ‘sorcery’ in the New Testament is pharmakeia). Given that the

public water supply has been contaminated with industrial fluoride since 1960, Ireland

is clearly a medicated, and therefore compromised nation.
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Unless the Irish awaken from their prolonged hibernation and face down the

treasonous cabal in Leinster House, the country their forefathers built at great

personal cost will rapidly disintegrate. Their grandchildren – those who survive

abortion, castration and gender confusion, poison vaccines, sexualization, sodomy,

and teenage depression – will be condemned to subsist in a society scarred by ethnic

tensions and cultural divisions. The communities we know today will fragment into

enclaves for their own protection, living standards will fall dramatically, crime rates

will soar, and the growing numbers of disaffected and disenfranchised will erode any

remaining sense of national identity.

Leinster House, seat of the Irish Parliament.

In its courtyard stands one of the biggest obelisks, or shrines to Baal, in Ireland.

The Alternative
This is surely not the country that the people of Ireland want for their grandchildren,

but unless they change course radically, and do so now, this outcome is inevitable.

They need to elect a huge swathe of Baal-hating independents to the Dáil, Seanad and

local councils, men and women with a proven record of selfless service to the

community, who express their respect for traditional Biblical values, and who have no

hesitation in honoring in any public forum the name of the LORD and His wonderful

Son, Christ Jesus of Nazareth.

These are the people who will quickly repeal all legislation permitting the murder of

unborn children, gender fluidity, sodomite ‘marriage’, inappropriate and perverted

sexual indoctrination in our schools, limitations on free speech and counselling, and

restrictions on the promotion of a preferred religious ethos in our educational and

healthcare institutions. A tentative list of the actions that a genuine government – a

Christian government – would undertake or initiate in its first year is given in

Appendix A. We give it merely for the purpose of highlighting, by contrast, just how

corrupt and dangerous the unbroken series of WRIP ‘governments’ has proven to be.
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Be Careful
We would be naïve to imagine that a program akin to the one sketched out in

Appendix A would meet with no resistance. In addition to the many vested interests

within the country that would strenuously oppose it, the international Elite would

place enormous obstacles in its path. Of the many weapons at their disposal, the three

that could be deployed most easily, and in shortest time, are: (a) the portrayal of

Ireland in the international media as a politically unstable country, thereby driving up

the real cost of servicing the national debt and cutting inward investment; (b) the

diversion of jobs, corporation tax and investment by multinational companies to other

jurisdictions; and (c) the undercutting of Irish markets abroad with subsidised goods.

Given that the New World Order will not tolerate the existence of even one truly

sovereign nation, subversive actions of this nature can be expected.

The REAL Problem
The real problem is much deeper than this, however. The people of Ireland made a

choice on 22 May 2015 and again on 25 May 2018 when they approved, by an

overwhelming majority in each case, the legalization of homosexual ‘marriage’ and the

killing of unborn children, respectively. The choice they made went far beyond the

questions put to them in the referendums. By vicarious means – a national plebiscite

– exactly the same choice was put to them on both occasions that the prophet Elijah

put to the people of Israel on Mount Carmel about 2,850 years ago:

“And Elijah came unto all the people, and said, How long halt ye

between two opinions? if the LORD be God, follow him: but if

Baal, then follow him. And the people answered him not a word.”

- 1 Kings 18:21

Alas, the people of Ireland gave “Baal!” as their answer, and did so on both occasions

with great acclamation. They claimed they were exercising their right to choose, which

was also a prominent slogan in the lead-up to the referendum on abortion. Abortion is

a woman’s choice, they proclaimed. The majority of the electorate chose Baal, the god

who thunders against the LORD God of the Bible, the god who demands the blood of

innocent children, the god who despises natural marriage and biological gender, the

god of sodomy, androgyny and ‘do as you will’.

Having made their choice, and done so with alarming conviction, the people of Ireland

are now entirely on their own. Collectively and with one accord they have turned their

backs on the LORD God of their fathers and grandfathers. While a small proportion of

the population still grieve over this blasphemous and rebellious act, the vast majority

appear to be oblivious to the gravity of what they have done. They have forgotten that

there is a God in heaven who will one day judge each and every one of us.
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CONCLUSION
The judgment, when it comes, will be severe. We are fast approaching a time when we

will see grown men cry. Once a people cut all ties with the Rock of their salvation, they

are at the mercy of the seas. And Baal will show no mercy. As soon as he has lured his

victims far enough from their spiritual foundation, he will lash them with pitiless zeal.

The people of Ireland decided on 22 May 2015 and again on 25 May 2018 that they no

longer needed God, that they could manage perfectly well without Him. To the extent

that they recognized a supernatural reality, for many it was grounded in the false

spirituality of the New Age, the smiling goddess of Gnosticism and Romanism, or the

‘impersonal harmony’ of the Cosmos. Everyone had his god or idol whose transcendent

power would preserve and maintain the world around them.

The men and women of Ireland decided to discard the Word of God by defining their

own morality. Even the clergy participated in this insane pagan spectacle, mumbling

incoherently from their pulpits as they tried to justify their rejection of God’s Word.

The Catholic bishops donned their mystical cloak of invisibility, as did the Jesuits.

Since the Pope supports the New World Order, U.N. Agenda 2030, and the coming

One World Religion, there was never the slightest possibility that the Catholic church

in Ireland would oppose abortion or sodomite ‘marriage’. Meanwhile the so-called

Evangelical church in Ireland took pride in dismissing the Bible and declaring that,

since abortion was a human rights issue (in their view), it should be addressed on that

basis. Not to be outdone, the Presbyterian church could find nothing sinful in what the

government was proposing and instructed their members to vote according to their

conscience.

All who should have spoken out sold out!

Now that Baal is the official god of the Irish people and true Christianity no longer

exists on this island (other than in isolated pockets where a faithful remnant of God-

fearing believers still worship and honor the LORD), the future of our nation has

passed entirely into the hands of the New World Order.

So, when disaster strikes and the Irish finally awaken from their extended hibernation,

to whom will they call for help? Which of their many gods will come along and pull

their benighted nation out of the pit? –

“But where are thy gods that thou hast made thee? let them

arise, if they can save thee in the time of thy trouble:”

- Jeremiah 2:28
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The LORD cautioned the prophet Jeremiah that His people had gone too far, that they

had fallen into such depravity, a condition of such acute disobedience and rebellion,

that when they called on Him for mercy, He would not hear them:

“Therefore pray not thou for this people, neither lift up a cry

or prayer for them: for I will not hear them in the time that

they cry unto me for their trouble.”

- Jeremiah 11:14

This is where Ireland stands today.

_________________________

Jeremy James

Ireland

January 18, 2019
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APPENDIX A

The actions of an honest, patriotic,
Christian government

in its first year

They would repeal all legislation permitting

- the killing of unborn children,

- gender fluidity,

- sodomite ‘marriage’,

- inappropriate and perverted sexual indoctrination in our schools,

- limitations on free speech and counselling,

- restrictions on the promotion of a preferred religious ethos

in educational and healthcare institutions.

They would withdraw from the UN Compact on Migration and put a stop to

all immigration that did not conform with parameters approved by the

people of Ireland, having regard to the social and economic needs of the

country.

Given that the Koran explicitly condemns both Christianity and Judaism in

patently hostile terms, they would place an embargo on the building of new

mosques and the completion of those still under construction pending the

outcome of a commissioned study and a national debate on the future of

Islam in this country.

They would inaugurate a national debate on the range and nature of the

mechanisms that are required to facilitate effective accountability and

transparency in the Garda Siochana, the media, Tusla, and the formulation

of the educational syllabus at primary and secondary level.

They would remove the redundant levels of management in the Health

Sector and replace the entire senior management team at RTE.

They would cancel Ireland’s membership of the UN and WHO, as well as

organizations and coalitions that are seen to constrain the sovereignty of the

state.
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They would set up a body to review the structure of our taxation system, and

develop proposals to make it more equitable and more conducive to

economic growth. The review body would invite submissions from both

professional and charitable bodies and the general public.

They would confine the use of the Irish defense forces to operations relating

solely to the protection and security of Ireland.

They would enable Irish citizens living abroad (‘the Irish diaspora’) to elect

a number of representatives to both the Dáil and the Seanad.

They would set in train arrangements to attract and repatriate Irish citizens

working abroad.

They would initiate a national debate on Ireland’s membership of the EU.

They would introduce legislation to outlaw monopolistic control of the

media.

They would introduce legislation to bring the natural resources and fisheries

of Ireland as far as possible under national ownership.

They would set up a commission to prepare a strategy to substantially

increase, over the coming decades, the proportion of Irish industry under

Irish ownership. The commission would develop proposals on ways to enable

the Irish diaspora to invest in Irish industry, capital formation and national

infrastructure.

They would set up a commission to overhaul the Irish agricultural sector,

with a view to substantially expanding the volume and variety of output and

developing overseas markets.

They would review and where necessary reform all legislation relating to the

construction, ownership, purchase, sale and rental of residential property.

They would hold a national referendum to strengthen the constitutional

protection of the family, traditional marriage, and biological gender.

The would break up the construction cartel which is overcharging for public

works and capital projects.

They would set up a judicial commission to review existing legal mechanisms

that would enable the prosecution of persons – politicians, bankers,

accountants, public servants – who violated significant positions of trust in

the period 1997 to date.
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They would approve a detailed review of vaccine safety and safe exposure

levels to electromagnetic radiation, both short-term and over one’s lifetime.

They would set up a statutory commission with power to censure and

penalize media organizations, including individual senior managers, who fail

to observe national standards relating to fair and balanced reporting.

They would prohibit the contamination of the public water supply with

industrial fluoride.

They would set up an expert group to develop proposals to establish a state

bank that would lend to small and medium-sized enterprises at non-

predatory, fixed rates of interest.

They would terminate the spraying of chemtrail aerosols in the skies above

the sovereign territory of Ireland.

They would initiate and oversee an in-depth public debate on ways to

facilitate greater public participation in the ongoing democratic decision-

making process at both local and national level.

They would implement measures to maximise the use of social housing and

under-utilised housing stock in private ownership, with priority being given

to the needs of the homeless and Irish citizens.

They would examine legislative and other means to constrain and regulate

corporate influence, whether domestic or foreign, on the economic and

financial activity of the state.

They would examine legislative and other means to bring the ‘big’ banks

under a form of national ownership and substantially reformulate their

strategic purpose to better serve the national interest.

They would investigate ways of improving access to affordable legal

representation for lower income groups in civil cases, lowering the cost of

litigation generally, and improving substantially the efficiency of the court

system.

They would greatly strengthen the penalties for child sexual abuse, violent

sexual crimes, and violence against the elderly, particularly by repeat

offenders. Failure to report the sexual abuse of children would become a

serious criminal offense.

They would strengthen substantially the penalities for corruption and

criminal activity by members of the Garda Siochana (national police force).
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They would greatly strengthen the legislative protection of whistleblowers

and the channels available for the early and responsible reporting of

wrongdoing in the public service and the banking/financial sector.

They would base appointments to state boards and the judiciary on merit

and suitability. Under-performers and incumbents deemed to be abusing

their position would be called to account.

They would invite proposals from the general public, as well as social support

groups, on ways to increase the voluntary personal contribution made by

retired persons to the common good, with particular emphasis on ways to

utilise their knowledge and expertise in developing skills and vocational

competence among disadvantaged youth.

They would initiate a public debate on ways to regulate the influence of smart

phones, social media and IT generally on the lives and well-being of our

children.

They would set up a scientific advisory group to examine the legitimacy of

the claim that significant changes in world climate are occurring and that

they are largely attributable to an increase in ‘greenhouse’ gases.

They would approve the introduction of a civic awareness module at both

primary and secondary level that would explain clearly the purpose and

provisions of the Constitution (Bunreacht na hEireann), the importance of

national sovereignty and traditional Judeo-Christian values, and the dangers

posed by aberrant political doctrines.

They would require all politicians, senior public servants, and members of

the judiciary to declare their affiliation with any organization that requires a

secret oath of brotherhood or obedience.

They would approve the immediate demolition of the Millennium Spire in

O’Connell Street, the Wellington Monument in Phoenix Park, and the obelisk

on the grounds of Leinster House.

They would invite proposals from the general public and other interested

parties on further measures which, in their view, would strengthen this

program for government.


